SeSys demonstrates new for IFSEC lowlight and no light capabilities
IFSEC 2015 - SeSys will be inviting visitors to IFSEC 2015 to test out the latest low light and no light
technology at their booth, F250.
Seeing is believing, and if you want to quite literally get your hands on the latest low light and no light
CCTV technology then make sure to include SeSys on your IFSEC schedule. Our interactive product
demonstration will enable visitors to apply thermal imaging and low light sensitivity (from 0.001 lux) 6
mega pixel optical sensor technology to complete a challenge, in the dark.
Prizes will be offered to those who take on the challenge, in what is intended to be a fun
demonstration of these new cameras.
Of course, the real world benefits of thermal imaging and low light sensitive cameras are a serious
business and our team of experts will be on hand to discuss the benefits of these technologies.
Short exposure times are essential for security applications were every frame captured needs to be
sharp and clear. Never more so with moving objects when motion blur and exposure adjustments can
cause disruption. SeSys has new technology that is significantly (up to 300x) more light sensitive with
shorter exposure times than of older models of cameras. Capturing more light and improved image
processing, reduces the noise of low light images, which means less motion blur and sharper images,
frame by frame.

About SeSys
SeSys specialises in networked vision solutions. The company focuses on delivering the highest
image quality to its customers.
SeSys is a privately owned company employing highly skilled personnel with extensive experience in
all aspects of technology and integration of both small and large applications into key operation
systems.
SeSys works with its customers to apply its technology in a cost-effective way to provide solutions for
all requirements.
With over three decades experience in vision technology, SeSys has established a range of products
addressing all aspects of communications with CCTV, including 3G, WiFi, broadband and web based
camera systems.
Contact: Dan Eames +44 1730 230530 de@sesys.co.uk

